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Archival Gambols
Amongst the Stones
With such old counsellors they did advise,
And, by frequenting sacred groves, grew wise.
– Edmund Waller, “On St. James’s Park, As Lately Improved
by His Majesty” 1661

Wystan Stevens, noted Ann Arbor historian,
made history come alive for MAA members who partook
of  his tour of  Forest Hill Cemetery.  Though the only
shades actually sighted were those cast by the cemetery’s
tall and verdant trees, Stevens’ tales conjured up vivid
images of  events and personages long past (many of
them movers and shakers in the early city and state
history) – educating, amusing, and inspiring all those in
attendance. Turn to page twenty-one to view just a few
leaves drawn from Wystan Stevens’ vast personal store of
local history.  Rebecca Bizonet, area archivist provides
photographs to accompany the passages.

Continued on page 21
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President’s Corner

by Karen L. Jania
E-mail: kljania@umich.edu

Greetings!

Here it is, autumn already.   For those of  us in the academic
setting, classes have started and we are once again getting back into
the rhythm of  things.  For me, that means giving many orientations
to undergraduate classes, explaining the ins and outs of  archival
research (as I write this, I realize that I have three orientations this
week).  I love the orientations, as they allow me a chance to immerse
myself  into many of  our collections and interact with the younger
generation. (It wasn’t that many years ago that they were the same
age as my son and daughter, and now even the graduate students are
younger than my kids!)

I am very fortunate to be at the University of  Michigan, where we have graduate students from the
School of  Information looking for jobs in the archives.  Each term, I am able to hire three of  these graduate
students to work in Reference.  They assist with responding to remote reference requests, assisting researchers
and just general reference help.  They get the hands-on the experience so necessary for getting a job, and I get to
learn what the new cutting edge ideas are at the School of  Information.

Once graduate students get some experience under their belt (so to speak), they can have the
opportunity to work on projects.  I try to come up with a project that will benefit both the Bentley Historical
Library and their résumé.

Websites/exhibits have been very popular lately.  One of  note is “A Decade of  Dissent: Student Protests
at the University of  Michigan in the 1960’s” (http://bentley.umich.edu/bhl/exhibits/sixties/web.html), which
also had a companion physical exhibit at the Library.  These virtual and physical exhibits were done in
conjunction with a 2006 fall lecture series, “Protest and Change: Ann Arbor in the Sixties—an Intergenerational
Exploration,” that was hosted by the Learning in Retirement program at the university.

Another web project was “Student Scrapbooks: The Michigan Experience” (http://bentley.umich.edu/
bhl/refhome/scrapbook/index.html).  This site is actually more of  an index to the many UM student
scrapbooks housed at the Bentley.  Researchers can go to this website and locate scrapbooks by name, year or
subject.

Graduate students are a great resource and mentoring them is very important, as they are the next
generation of  archivists.  One of  the components of  the “Harvey Challenge” is our relationship with the
graduate students at Wayne State and the University of  Michigan, in particular.  We need to get these students
involved in the world of  archives.  There are many ways we can do this, through mentoring, scholarships,
student involvement in the MAA conference, as well as useful links on the website and getting them to join the
MAA listserv.  I encourage you to take advantage of  student help if  you have the opportunity.  If  you are not
near either of  these universities, you might be near one that has history students just waiting for the chance to
get a hands-on experience in the archives.  If  you do not have the funds to hire a student, you might be able to
find one that will work for free in order to get credit for a class project.  If  you have not explored this option
before, you might want to do so now.

There will be more about the “Harvey Challenge” on the website and in the MAA listserv.
Best wishes to all for a great fall and winter.
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Anishinabe Genealogical Sources:
What You Need to Know
By Marian Matyn, Archivist and Assistant Professor
Clarke Historical Library, Central Michigan University
E-mail: marian.matyn@cmich.edu

Native Americans of  Michigan - the
Pottawatomi, Ojibwa (Chippewa) and Odawa
(Ottawa) - refer to themselves and other
Native Americans of  the Great Lakes as
Anishinabe or Anishinabeg, meaning “the
people”.  Until the late 19th century, most
sources about the Anishinabe – in fact, about
all tribes – were produced by white people
for their own purposes.  Some of  these
documents, for example, hid or legitimized
fraudulent land deals. White views about
minorities, including Native Americans, were
often biased, negative, and based on
conjecture or rumor rather than fact, as is
documented in extant manuscripts.
Corruption of  Native American languages,
particularly of  personal names, began very
early, perhaps with the first meeting of  white

and native people in North America.  Due to human error and poor spelling skills, a corrupted name may be spelled numerous
ways within the same document by the same person. Because of  war, neglect, abuse, and discrimination, many Native
Americans remain distrustful of  “white” institutions, such as government offices and universities.  All of  these issues should
be remembered when assisting with Native American genealogical research.

There are two major sources for primary Native American genealogical sources: government and religious records.
Personal or family papers (manuscripts) may provide a third option. Obituaries are a secondary source that must also be
mentioned.

The U.S. government recorded Native Americans in federal state population census, tribal annuity payment rolls,
census of  tribal members, and census of  tribal members removed (relocated) and resettled.  Both the federal and state
population census and accompanying Soundexes are widely available on microfilm through the National Archives (Publication
#T623).  Most researchers are now using <AncestryPlus.com> to access census information.  In the 1900 and 1910 federal
census for Michigan, there are separate listings for “Indians” in each county, at the end of  every township.  Both white and
Anishinabe names (spelled phonetically) are included. In addition to the usual census data, there is a section entitled “Special
inquiries relating to Indians.”  For each Indian listed, there are the following questions: tribe of  individual; tribe of  his/her
mother and father; proportion of  Indian, white, and negro blood; number of  times person has been married; whether
currently in a polygamous marriage; whether polygamous wives are sisters; name of  educational institution graduated from; if
taxed; year in which received an allotment; if  on own land; and if  in a “civilized” or “aboriginal” dwelling.  Most of  this
information for Mount Pleasant area Anishinabe is blank. The entries for “tribe” and “blood quantum” are often very difficult
or impossible to read, as the enumerator wrote and rewrote numbers over and over, indicating that the enumerator probably
guessed at the answers.

Census information is not infallible. The tribe and blood quantum information should be verified by other sources,
including State of  Michigan population censuses. A few experiences I have had with Anishinabe researchers at the Clarke
Historical Library demonstrate other problems with the census. One woman, who lived in the same house her whole life, was
never listed on any census.  A descendant said that she never learned English and was taught that to open the house door to
an unknown man (such as a white census enumerator) was culturally inappropriate. As a result, she was never enumerated.

Anishinabe group photographed by J.A. Little, 1909.  Courtesy of  the Archives of  Michigan.
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Another family found their ancestors were listed as white for four generations although they are of  Anishinabe descent. They
were either perceived by the enumerator or chose to “pass” as white. It was advantageous in the past for minorities to “pass”
as white. It reduced the amount of  discrimination they suffered and helped them financially, politically, and socially. Another
man found his Anishinabe grandmother was listed as white. He believed that happened because she lived off  the reservation
and had married a white man. Maybe her husband did not want people to know he married an Anishinabe, because that was
considered socially inappropriate at the time, or maybe the enumerator just assumed she was white.  Incorrect information is
often found by Anishinabe researchers and is a source of  great frustration, and sometimes pain, to them. I have actually been
asked to change federal census records.  Other researchers wanted to beat up enumerators. They did not always understand
why incorrect information was listed, or that I did not generate the information myself. Tact and a box of  Puffs are necessary
if  you have Anishinabe genealogical researchers. You will use both frequently.

Other tribal census records and annuity payment lists are available on microfilm through the National Archives
(Record Group #’s 75, 48, and 123). These records usually list the individual’s age, name, and sex.  They are organized by
family units within each tribe and were compiled by Indian agents. Names may be English names or Native names (spelled
phonetically) or both. People may be on one list and not on another due to human error, tribal politics, or revenge of  the
translator or agent who compiled the lists.  At the Clarke, we have copies of  all the microfilmed census records relating to
Michigan Anishinabe.

Some U.S. military records from the Civil War forward may include genealogical information. Enrollment records
usually note a recruit’s physical attributes.  These can include hair, eye, and skin color; height, weight, occupation, hometown
and birth date.  Pension records will list military service information, as well as next of  kin (usually spouse, parent, or siblings)
and amount of  payment.  Michigan Soldiers and Sailors (1915) is a wonderful indexed series compiled from these primary sources.
A copy of  this series is at the Clarke. Although Native Americans of  many tribes functioned as guides and translators, and
fought with various white troops for centuries, the Civil War was the first war that had Native American units.  Company K of
the First Michigan Sharpshooters, for example, was composed almost entirely of  Anishinabe.

Court records, notably last will and testaments, are another source of  genealogical information.  However, you need to
know where and when an estate was executed and which institution, if  any, currently houses the records.  At the Clarke, we
have the papers of  Mark Keller. Keller’s papers include “the 350 Files,” another excellent primary source of  Anishinabe
genealogy.  The 350 Files are copies of  Probate Court files of  Saginaw Chippewa (the originals are housed at the National
Archives).  For each individual documented, the papers include a Report on Heirship, a list of  family members living at home,
Indian and white names, ages, marriages, divorces, deaths, etc. A Status of  (Land) Allotment may also be included.  The files
came from the Mount Pleasant (Mich.) or Tomah (Wis.) Indian agencies. There are additional files on Keweenaw Bay and
L’Anse Anishinabe communities.

 State land records and many other legal documents may help place an individual in a specific location at a certain
time.  This then allows the use of  other primary sources for genealogical purposes.

Another source of
genealogical information is U.S.
Indian School records, which are
federal records.  Each school’s
records are kept in the appropriate
National Archives regional
depository.  The records of  the
Mount Pleasant Indian School, for
example, are stored at the National
Archives Regional Depository in
Chicago. The files I have seen vary in
the amount of  helpful genealogical
information they contain. Name, age,
tribe, grades, notes about good or
poor conduct, illnesses, and visits
from relatives are usually noted.
Letters between the student, his/her
family, and the school superintendent
may be included.  Students are rarely
identified in school photographs. Anishinabe School Band, Mt. Pleasant, Michigan, about 1912.  Courtesy of  the Archives of  Michigan.
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The second major primary source
of  information for Anishinabe genealogy is
church records.  Most ministers and priests
kept records listing baptisms,
confirmations, communicants, weddings,
and burials conducted among their
parishioners. Baptismal records are excellent
as they usually give both a native name
(spelled phonetically) and a baptismal
Christian or white name. It is one of  the
few primary sources where both names are
authoritatively linked.  Sometimes entire
families were baptized together, providing
additional genealogical information. Usually
the historically more independent
Protestant church ministers kept church
records as personal papers.  Their papers
are dispersed into various institutions or
have vanished. The records of  churches
historically considered to be more
hierarchical in nature (these include Catholic and some Protestant churches) were stored centrally at the national or regional
church archives.  It is clear from our collections that Anishinabe changed churches as different political groups favoring
different churches and ministers attained power.  The Anishinabe sought connections with the church empowered to assist
them. At the Clarke, the Isabella Indian Mission and Methodist Episcopal Church Mission volumes receive a lot of  use.

Family and personal papers of  Anishinabe do exist. Most are still held by families. However, some are being donated
to Anishinabe archives, such as the Ziibiwing Center of  the Saginaw Chippewa Tribe in Mount Pleasant.  Papers in the
Ziibiwing Center are only accessible to tribal members.  A few other family papers are in public archives.  At the Clarke, we
have a few Anishinabe family collections in our stacks.

A few points about obituaries need to be noted. Oftentimes, obituaries for Anishinabe are not listed in 19th and early
to mid-20th century Mount Pleasant area newspapers. This may have been because you had to pay for obituaries at that time,
or it may have been a cultural thing. Perhaps the Anishinabe did not want to be listed in the paper or, perhaps the white owner
of  the newspaper did not want them listed. At the Clarke, we have indexed the obituaries for these papers to within the last
few years. The index is now online in conjunction with Veterans’ Memorial Library, part of  the Chippewa District Library
system. The index can be accessed at Veterans’ website <http://www.youseemore.com/chippewa/>.  Microfilm copies of
local area newspapers are accessible in both libraries. Obituaries vary in length, depth, accuracy of  information, legibility, and
printability.

The Clarke houses the largest collection on Michigan Anishinabe in the state. Please visit our website <http://
www.clarke.cmich.edu>, click on “Web-Based Resources,” scroll down to “Information and Exhibits” and then click on
“Native Americans in Michigan.”  This will take you to our Native American Bibliography, list of  Children’s Literature, Indian
Family History, citations from the Michigan Pioneer and Historical Collections about Native Americans, and Legacies of
Isabella County’s Early Indian Reservation.  The latter includes a section (#3) on Indian churches and schools, notably the
Mount Pleasant Indian School.  The website is searchable.  Please also check our catalog for recent additions to our collection.
A link to the catalog is provided on our website.  Notable among recent additions is the James Clifton Papers, which are an
excellent primary source on the removal and resettlement of  many tribes in Michigan and throughout the U.S., as well as treaty
rights and related topics.

 If  you have questions, please do not hesitate to contact the Clarke Historical Library at 989-774-3352. We are open to
the public Monday-Friday 8am-5pm, except federal holidays and usually between Christmas and New Year’s. Also, we are open
most Saturdays during the main school year, 9am-1pm.

Anishinabe Church, Athens, Michigan, about 1910.  Courtesy of  the Archives of  Michigan.
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Conservation of  Grand Army of  the Republic Records
By James T. Lyons, PDC
Grand Army of  the Republic Records Officer
E-mail:  jtlcof@voyager.net

The records of  the Michigan Department, Grand Army of
the Republic (G.A.R.) are housed at the Archives of  Michigan at the
Historical Center in Lansing, Michigan. The collection consists largely
of  the reports filed by G.A.R. Posts on the prescribed schedule and
report changes in membership. These reports cover the period from
1879 to 1948.

The reports are grouped and filed by Post and include
occasional correspondence regarding the need for changes or
corrections in the reports filed. The Application for Charter and the
report of  the Post Mustering Officer, following the organization of  a
Post, are also included in many instances.

Occasionally the Post charter was included, folded, in the file
for a given Post. Another collection of  Department records included
a series of  charters organized and filed in numerical sequence, open
and flat, in eight oversize folders.

The quality of  paper used and the condition of  the charters varied greatly over the range of  this collection. Some
charters were in almost mint condition while others were in pieces and extremely fragile, most falling somewhere in a range
of  condition from the extremes. I discussed the situation on a number of  occasions with the staff  at the Archives.

Finally, last fall I did an inventory of  the charters in these two groups of  records. There were 112 Charters in the
group filed flat. A search of  the seventy-seven archival boxes of  records for the Posts added another eighty-six charters to
the count. (A listing is posted on the G.A.R. Records Project page of  the Michigan Department site.)

Several significant items were found as a result of  the inventory. Included were three charters from Posts from which
no other records appear to have survived. At least, now we have the names of  the charter members. Perhaps the most
interesting find was a charter for a Post that operated in the first, failed, attempt at Department operations from 1867 to
1872. This Post 50 Charter was dated Oct. 12, 1869. All other records from this time period are lost.

The findings of  the survey, and subsequent discussion with Mark Harvey, State Archivist, has led to the development
of  a conservation and preservation program at the Archives. The Michigan Department has provided funding of  $900.00 to
get the project started. The first task is to conserve and preserve the Post charters.

Repair of  tears and broken folds is being accomplished using special Japanese rice paper. Some of  the charters have
been treated to reduce the level of  acidity in the paper. Those most severely damage will be pieced together, reinforced and
encapsulated in polymer sheets to provide stability but still allowing them to be handled if  needed. Obviously missing pieces
cannot be replaced, but this treatment will allow these important documents to survive long into the future.  Each of  the
charters will now be stored flat in individual folders.

The Historical Society of  Michigan’s
Publications and Activities
By Larry J.  Wagenaar, Executive Director
E-Mail: wagenaar@hsmichigan.org

The Historical Society of  Michigan (HSM) has just released the new Historic Michigan Travel Guide, 2008 Edition.  This
guide, a reissue of  a publication that last appeared over a quarter century ago, is aimed at supporting and advancing cultural
and heritage tourism in our state.  It features hundreds of  museums, historic sites and other history destinations including
leading archival institutions in Michigan.  The Travel Guide went on sale in all Michigan Meijer stores in late September and will
be published biennially.  Membership in the Society is required to be listed in the Guide.

Our main reference volume, the Michigan History Directory, will be entering a new edition next year (2008-2009).  The
Directory lists over eight hundred history-related organizations, including museums, archives, historical commissions, local

Continued on page 26

Helen Taylor and James Lyons reviewing GAR Records.
Courtesy Archives of  Michigan.
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Michigan Collections

Bentley Historical Library
The University of  Michigan
1150 Beal Avenue
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2113
(734) 764-3482    Fax: (734) 936-1333
E-mail: bentley.ref@umich.edu
Web: http://www.bentley.umich.edu/
Hours: M-F 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
           September to April: Sa, 9:00 a.m. - 12:30 a.m.

SAVE THE DATE!
MAA Annual Meeting
Thursday & Friday

June 12 & 13,

2008
Mackinaw City

Archdiocese of  Detroit Archives
1234 Washington Blvd.
CH - 3rd Floor
Detroit, MI 48226-1875
(313) 237-5846  Fax: (313) 237-5791
Web: http://www.aodonline.org (Pathways>History of  the
Archdiocese>Archives)
E-Mail: archives@aod.org
Hours: M-F, 9am - 4pm, by appointment only

 Heidi Christein, formerly director of  the Jewish
Community Archives in Bloomfield Hills, returned to work
in the Michigan archives community at the beginning of
August.  She is now at the Archives of  the Archdiocese of
Detroit.  She can be reached at (313) 237-5864 or
christein.heidi@aod.org.  She is joined by Steve Wejroch,
who is also a part-time student in the WSU MLIS program.
Marie Wilkie remains as director.
By Heidi Christein
E-mail: christein.heidi@aod.org

Archives of  Michigan
Michigan Department of  History, Arts and Libraries
Michigan Library and Historical Center
702 W. Kalamazoo Street
Lansing, MI 48913
(517) 373-1408    Fax: (517) 241-1658
Web: http://www.michigan.gov/archivesofmi

The grant also specifies digitizing regimental service
records from the Civil War.  Staff  is currently working on
quality control of  the first test sample and preparing the
records for shipment to the vendor, Graphic Sciences.

The Archives of  Michigan is very excited to begin
working with EAD and making more records available
online.
By Nicole Garrett
E-mail: garrettn@michigan.gov

E-mail: archives@michigan.gov
Hours: M, Th 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
            Tu, W, F 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Encoded Archival Description & the Archives of  Michigan
With funds provided through a National Historical

Publications and Records Commission grant, the Archives of
Michigan has been working on an Encoded Archival
Description (EAD) collection.  The University of  Michigan’s
Digital Library Production Service (DLPS) is hosting the
EAD web site, which will include an introductory web page
and the EAD guides.  The introductory web page is under
construction, but will guide the user through the finding aids.
New guides are uploaded routinely, with the hopes of  having
a sizable EAD collection online when the site becomes
publicly accessible early next year.

New Accessions:
Carl Cohen papers, 1950-2006.  Cohen is professor of

philosophy at the University of  Michigan, a founder and
director of  the University’s Residential College, director of
the Program in Human Values in Medicine in the University
of  Michigan Medical School.  The collection contains
correspondence, records of  University and other
organizational activities, including his work with the
American Civil Liberties Union; also files concerning moral
and ethical topics, such as affirmative action policy, the use
of  animals in medical research and various questions of
medical ethics. (68 linear feet)
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Ben East papers, 1935-1980.  Ben East was a
prominent Michigan outdoorsman and outdoor writer who
wrote and edited outdoor columns and feature articles for a
number of  Michigan newspapers, as well as the magazine
Outdoor Life.  The Ben East papers focus on East’s magazine
writing and editing duties with Outdoor Life magazine.  The
series in the collection include editorial copy, personal
papers, photographs, publications and topical files. (12 linear
feet)

David L. Littmann papers, 1964-2006, bulk 1970-2006.
Littmann was Chief  Economist and Senior Vice President
of  Comerica Bank, author of  the bank’s monthly business
brochure and numerous editorials, and an oft-quoted
commentator.  The collection contains seven series:
biographical, correspondence, manuscripts, publications,
press, speeches, and audio visual materials, relating to
Michigan and the national economy, tax policy and the
automobile industry. (13 linear feet and 1 oversized folder)

Michigan Manufacturers Association records, 1902-
1997.  The Association was established in 1902 to represent
the interest of  Michigan’s industrial manufacturers in
dealings with state government.  The records of  the
Michigan Manufacturers Association have been arranged
into the following series: administrative records, bulletins,
print masters of  Enterprise and other mailings, collected
historical materials, photographs, John C. McCurry (General
Manager), John G. Thodis (Director of  Government
Relations and later President), and topical files: George M.
Van Peursem and John G. Thodis. (20 linear feet)

Dick Posthumus papers, 1972-2002, bulk 1982-2002.
Posthumus was a Republican member of  the Michigan State
Legislature (Senate, 1982-1998), Senate Majority Leader
(1992-1998), Lieutenant Governor (1998-2002) and
Republican candidate for governor, 2002.  The collection
includes materials related to Posthumus’s political career,
including correspondence, campaign literature, media
advisories, newspaper clippings, speeches, radio and
television appearances, and photographs. (7 linear feet)

International Activities:
For the past twenty-five years, the Bentley Historical

Library of  the University of  Michigan has sustained a very
active program of  exchanges and joint research projects with
archival colleagues from throughout China.  This began
modestly with a brief  visit by five archivists from China to
Ann Arbor in 1982.  The program has grown in size and
complexity to include delegations numbering as many as
thirty archivists from China, who come every second year to
the Bentley for daily seminars lasting from two to three
weeks.  In alternate years, a small delegation of  archivists
from the Bentley presents lectures and visits state and local
archives, university archives, libraries and other cultural
institutions in several metropolitan areas of  China.  These

exchanges are the result of  an accord signed in 1999 by the
University of  Michigan and the State Archives
Administration of  China.  By 2007, well over one hundred
Chinese archivists have visited Ann Arbor through this
unique program.

The program’s focus on contemporary issues in archival
administration has also yielded conference presentations and
articles, jointly authored and edited by participants, in
American, Chinese and international archival journals.

In June 2007, a delegation led by Fran Blouin, director
of  the Bentley, visited China.  Delegation members were
Fran Blouin and Nancy Bartlett of  the Bentley Historical
Library; Elizabeth Yakel, associate professor in the University
of  Michigan’s School of  Information, and Christine
Weideman, Assistant Head of  Manuscripts and Archives.
The four delegation members each presented papers on
university archives.  These papers were presented at Peking
University.  They also enjoyed visits to the First Historical
Archives of  China, the State Archives Administration of
China, Shanghai Municipal Archives and Shanghai Library.

Staff  Changes:
Polly Reynolds, Assistant Archivist, has accepted a

position as College Archivist and Reference and Instruction
Librarian at Ursuline College in Pepper Pike, Ohio, a suburb
of  Cleveland.  We wish Polly and her husband Lock much
happiness and success in their new lives in Ohio.
By Marilyn McNitt
E-mail: mmmcnitt@umich.edu

Fran Blouin, Director of  the Bentley Historical Library, welcomes the
MAA participants during Thursday's lunch, June 20, 2007.
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Cranbrook Archives
Cranbrook Educational Community
39221 Woodward Ave.
P.O. Box 801
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48303-0801
(248) 645-3581   Fax: (248) 645-3029
Web: http://www.cranbrook.edu/archives
Hours: M-F 8:30 a.m. - 4:45 p.m.

In 2005, with support from the Cranbrook House
and Gardens Auxiliary and the Kemper Foundation,
Cranbrook Educational Community received a major grant
from the Institute of  Museum and Library Services (IMLS)
to fund a two-year project to inventory, research and catalog
all of  the cultural properties in Cranbrook House and the
surrounding gardens.  In the ensuing months, Archives and
Cultural Properties staff  and volunteers identified more than
3,500 objects and architectural elements acquired or
commissioned by the founders, George and Ellen Booth.
The second phase of  the project involved research in the
archives in order to prove provenance.  This work, the first
of  its kind on campus, will form the basis of  increased
docent knowledge and be a model for similar projects at
Cranbrook.

The Archives is currently involved in a variety of
outreach programs and events.  Beginning this September,
Cranbrook Educational Community launches a new
educational series.  The first session, The Conservation and Care
of  Antiques, will be hosted by the Director of  Archives and
Cultural Properties, Mark Coir, along with Assistant Curator
Diane Schmale.  In October, through the efforts of  Archives
staff, Cranbrook will be host to MAC’s Fall Symposium “Care,
Preservation and Access of  Scrapbooks.”  We will also be
mounting an exhibit on the history of  Cranbrook School
(1927) for their eightieth anniversary.

In November, Cranbrook Art Museum will present
the North American premiere of  the exhibition Eero Saarinen:
Shaping the Future.  This explores the work of  one of  the
most prolific, unorthodox, and controversial twentieth
century architects.  The exhibition, an international
collaboration, examines Saarinen’s wide-ranging career
(which was based in Bloomfield Hills) from the 1930’s
through the early 1960’s.  The Archives staff  has been
working with the Finnish Cultural Institute, Yale University
Archives and the curatorial staff  for several years to provide
archival documentation for the exhibition and accompanying
catalogue.  Over eighty original images from the Archives,
including photographs and architectural drawings, are
featured in the catalogue. In addition, Mark Coir contributed
the essay “The Cranbrook Factor,” while Leslie Edwards
assisted with the research for the timeline and wrote several
of  the mini essays.  In October 2006, they were both on

hand for the opening of  the exhibition at the Kunsthalle
Helskini in Finland.

New acquisitions include the Jane Lackey
Papers and the Richard Hirneisen Photograph Collection.
Jane, a graduate of  Cranbrook Academy of  Art, spent the last
ten years as the Head of  the Fiber Department.  Richard
Hirneisen was a contract photographer for the Cranbrook
Educational Community for over twenty years. His
photographs document a wider variety of  place and events on
Cranbrook’s campus and fill in a gap in our photograph
collection.

The Archives responded to over 4,200 requests
during the past year.  They included a variety of  internal and
external requests, including the Sanilac Petroglyphs, stained
glass on campus (for the Michigan Stained Glass Census:
<http://museum.msu.edu/museum/msgc/may07.html>),
and architects Marcus Burrowes, Joseph Hudnut, Eero
Saarinen and Harry Weese, among others. Archivists Leslie
Edwards and Cathy Moras assisted the architectural firm
Mitchell and Mouat in researching the Cranbrook School
buildings and quadrangle for the Quad Restoration Project
currently underway.  We provided architectural drawings,
specifications and photographs of  the built environment.
More information on this project is available at our website:
<http://www.cranbrook.edu/archives/>.

Cranbrook Archives hosted two interns this summer,
each of  whom completed work on significant collections.
Anne Thomason, a School of  Information student from the
University of  Michigan, worked on the massive election series
of  the Michael Barone papers. Barone is well known for his
reference work, The Almanac of  American Politics.  Barone, a
Cranbrook School alumni (class of  1962), is a senior writer
for U. S. News and World Report and the author of  several
books, including Our First Revolution: the Remarkable British
Uprising that Inspired America’s Founding Fathers (2007).

Katie Selesky, a student from the School of  Library
and Information Science at Wayne State University, processed
the papers of  George Herbst, Vice-President of  Finance and
Administration at Cranbrook Educational Community from
1986-1992.  This collection required many hours of  cross-
referencing with existing collections, processed and
unprocessed.  It provides key documentation into several
important restoration projects that were completed during
that time period.

The Archives could not get by without the
tremendous assistance from our core of  volunteers.  Robbie
Terman, another LISP student, recently processed the
Richard Raseman papers.  Raseman, Executive Secretary of
the Academy of  Art (1932-1943), oversaw the majority of
new construction at the Academy of  Art culminating with the
Art Museum.  Robbie is currently processing a series of  the
Capital Projects Records, which document the new

Continued on page 16
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Join Us In Mackinaw City
For MAA’s 2008 Annual Meeting!
By Jennie Thomas, Conference Coordinator
E-mail: jthomas@albion.edu

MAA Election Results June 2007

The MAA Board held our annual elections at the business
meeting, Thursday, June 21 in Ann Arbor.  The results are as
follows:

· Kristen Chinery, Treasurer (2007-2009)
· Jennie Thomas, Conference Coordinator (2007-

2009)
· Matthew Daley, Member at Large (2007-2010)
· Jamie Myler, Member at Large  (2007-2008)
· Amy Reimann, Member at Large (2007-2010)
· Susan Panak, Member at Large (2007-2009)

For our upcoming meeting in June of  2008, we will be filling
vacancies for the following positions:

· Vice-President/President-Elect (4 year term)
· Secretary (2-year term)
· Two Member at Large positions (3-year terms)

If  you have any interest in running for any of  the above
positions, please contact the Nominations Committee chair,
Brecque Keith (ac8756@wayne.edu) for more information
and/or to place your name on the spring ballot.

For 2008, MAA celebrates its golden anniversary at
the Straits of  Mackinac! Mackinaw City is at the south end of
the Mackinac Bridge.  It offers access to fishing, diving,

parasailing, hiking, tubing, dinner cruises, ferries, museums,
historic parks and the marvel that is one of  the ten largest
suspension bridges in the world. It’s a pretty good location
for having a meeting of  archivists, too!

Work is just beginning on the conference, but there
will be meals, great sessions and tours of  the local area.  We
hope you’ll join us and see what MAA and the Straits of
Mackinac region have to offer!

If  you want to get a jump on your plans, visit the
official Mackinaw Area Visitors Bureau Website <http://
www.mackinawcity.com/> to see what attractions are available.
Since Mackinaw City is only a short bridge ride to St. Ignace,
you could also consult the St. Ignace Visitors Bureau and
Chamber of  Commerce site <http://www.stignace.com/>
and the online version of  Hunt’s Guide to Michigan’s Upper
Peninsula <http://hunts-upguide.com/>.

June is a perfect time to visit the Straits of  Mackinac
region.  The 59th annual Mackinac Island Lilac Festival will
be celebrated during the week of  our conference and serves
as the kickoff  event for the main tourist season on Mackinac
Island. The festival incorporates a full schedule of  events,

Paul Bunyan Bridge Builders spinning cable wires across the Straits of
Mackinac, 1956. Courtesy of  the Bentley Historical Library, University of  Michigan.

including a lilac symposium, 10K, wine tastings, street
dancing, musical performances, and a big parade on the final
Sunday. Other highlights of  the Mackinaw City-St. Ignace
area include Castle Rock, Colonial Michilimackinac, Fort
Mackinac, Fudgetown, Thunder Falls Family Water Park,
Historic Mill Creek Discovery Park, Museum of  Ojibwa
Culture, Old Mackinac Point Lighthouse, the infamous
“Mystery Spot” and Totem Village.

So get out your calendars, and save June 12-13, 2008
to join us in Mackinaw City!  Watch your mail and the MAA
Website <http://www.maasn.org> and listserv for further
details. Hope to see you there!

Your 2008 Conference Planning Committees
Local Arrangements:
Co-chair Marcus Robyns, Central Upper Peninsula &

Northern Michigan University Archives
Co-chair Frank Boles, Clarke Historical Library, Central

Michigan University
Steve Brisson, Mackinac Island Heritage Center
Bambi Mansfield, Crawford County Library
Kim VanNuck, Crawford County Library
Program:
Chair Amy Reimann, Starr Commonwealth
Rebecca Bizonet, The Henry Ford, Benson Ford Research Center
Kristen Chinery, Walter P. Reuther Library, Wayne State University
Robert Garrett, Archives of  Michigan
Sarah Roberts, Michigan State University Archives & Historical

Collections
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Ann Arbor Attracts Archivists Statewide:
Review of  MAA’s 2007 Annual Meeting
June 20-22, 2007
By Brecque Keith, MAA Vice President & Conference Coordinator

Ann Arbor 2007 was one of  our most successful
conferences in recent history, with nearly 115 people in
attendance. Both the Bentley Historical Library and the
Gerald R. Ford Library on the University of  Michigan’s
North Campus were the definite place to be.

With Anna-Lisa Cox, author of  A Stronger Kinship,
providing the Keynote address, members were captivated by
the story of  Covert and its success as a racially-integrated
community in post-Civil War Michigan. Cox performed
research for this work at the Bentley, and indeed Director
Francis Blouin had many complimentary things to say both

use and duration, and archival-specific issues such as transfer
of  copyright were discussed.

The 2007 Program Committee (Lanell James, Susan
Panak and Jennie Thomas as Chair) began their planning with
the 2006 conference evaluations, and endeavored to bring
MAA members the sessions they requested in the areas of
popular culture, conservation, electronic outreach, and digital
issues. Collecting Controversy, the most popular session of  2006
returned for a second round. Other sessions included
genealogy, student papers, database solutions, and the popular
theory of  minimal processing. The Breakout session format
introduced in 2006 returned with more potential for
discussion, such as how archival groups may collaborate with
ARMA, coordinating student and volunteer workers, MAA
Support Groups, and a session to update the membership
about the challenge Mark Harvey, State Archivist presented in
2006 at Frankenmuth. The conference as a whole and the
sessions in particular were found to be valuable to 2007
participants.

Local Arrangements (Diane Hatfield, Malogosia Myc
and Jamie Myler as Chair) provided fabulous repository,
cemetery and baking mix tours. Collections housed at the
William L. Clements Library, and the Special Collections
Library of  the University of  Michigan were enjoyed by
participants. The Bentley Historical Library hosted a fabulous
reception for us Thursday after sessions, offering everyone in
attendance a chance to chat informally with each other. Tours
of  the Bentley were provided after the reception.  Later
Thursday evening, a walking tour of  Forest Hill Cemetery,

about Cox as a researcher and as a writer during his
introduction.  Anna-Lisa crafted her talk to address archivists
and the special research insights she has gained from us as a
professional whole,  as well as discussing the Covert research
project specifically.

Lance Werner, Library Law Specialist,  and Nicholas
Bozen, Director of  the Office of  Regulatory Affairs in the
Michigan Department of  History, Arts and Libraries,
conducted a thorough presentation of copyright on
Wednesday June 20th for the Pre-Conference Workshop.  Bozen
and Werner were commended by participants for the depth of
their knowledge and flexibility of  their presentation style. Fair

Anna-Lisa Cox, the Keynote Speaker for the MAA Annual Meeting,
Ann Arbor, June 22, 2007.

Participants at the Pre-Conference Workshop on Copyright in the
Archives, Bentley Historical Library Conference Room, June 20, 2007.
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Marilyn McNitt and colleague help to host the Reception at the
Bentley Historical Library, June 21, 2007

William LeFevre, MAA Treasurer, listens to Keynote Speaker
following lunch,  June 22, 2007.

was pronounced a resounding success. Jiffy Mix in Chelsea
provided a tour of  their facility on Friday morning, and a
baking mix bonus was included for attendees: a box of  their
legendary cornbread mix!

President Karen Jania opened the Business meeting,
and Treasurer William LeFevre discussed his report with the
membership, as well as presenting motions for the
membership to vote upon. After electing a new Treasurer,
Kristen Chinery, and re-electing existing board members
Amy Reimann, Jamie Myler, and Matthew Daley for new
terms, and electing new board member, Susan Panak, the real

work of  the business meeting began: the raffle.  Even though
I left the carefully designed receptacles for raffle tickets in
Detroit, mostly suitable replacements were quickly found in
the shape of  manuscript boxes--thank you Bentley archivists!
The grand prize, the LED table lamp, designed by Yves
Behar titled: “The Leaf,”was won by William LeFevre. Other

prizes, such as tickets for The Henry Ford, Detroit Tigers and
World Series Baseball memorabilia, and half  cases of  either
red or white wine, SAA publications, and Jiffy Mix samplers
were equally enjoyed by lucky winners.  We are very fortunate
to have such wonderful donations. All proceeds go towards
the annual MAA contribution to Michigan History Day and
the Scholarship Fund.  Thanks to everyone for your
generosity and hard work!

We are continuing to plan for the annual meeting
June 12-13, 2008 in Mackinaw City.  Stay tuned for updates as
we have them: both on the website, and via our listserv.  We
hope you help us celebrate MAA’s 50th Anniversary in
Mackinaw City next June!

Tom Nanzig reprises his hairnet modeling from last year’s Frankenmuth
food tour during the Jiffy Mix tour, June 22, 2007.

Sarah Roberts and Portia Vescio from the Michigan State University
Archives & Historical Collections present the session on minimal processing
of  collections, in the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library Conference Room,
June 22, 2007.

Photo caption:  Paul Bunyan Bridge Builders spinning cable

wires across the Straits of  Mackinac, 1956.  Courtesy of  the
Bentley Historical Library, University of  Michigan.
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A Personal Perspesctive
on MAA’s Ann Arbor
Annual Meeting
By Eric Alstrom
Collections Conservator
Michigan State University Libraries
E-mail:  alstrom@mail.lib.msu.edu

On June 21, 2007, I was fortunate to both attend and present at the annual conference of  the Michigan Archival
Association in Ann Arbor. As a result of  a contact I made during a conservation workshop I taught at the Michigan Library
Consortium, I was asked to talk about the conservation of  archival collections. While this was my first time attending an MAA
conference, it felt very familiar and comfortable, as I will mention below.

My presentation was in the “First, Do No Harm” section, which dealt with conservation for archives and its history.
My presentation, “Your Gonna Do What!?!: The Conservation of  Paper-based Archival Materials,” focused on general
principles of  both preservation and conservation. For preservation, the broader term, I briefly discussed environmental and
storage issues, disaster planning and reformatting. The majority of  the talk was about conservation, which deals with specific
items from an archival collection. I presented an overview of  various conservation treatments, including creating a treatment
proposal, testing of  all materials, tape removal, mending tears, washing and deacidifying and finally encapsulating. Since most
archives cannot do such work in-house, I outlined the issues of  outsourcing work and how to find a qualified service provider.
The other presenter during my session, Cathleen Baker, talked about the life of  Dard Hunter, the noted paper historian, and
her efforts to organize his archives and write his biography. Ms. Baker is the senior paper conservator at the University of
Michigan Libraries.

I was able to attend two other sessions during the day. One was about scrapbooks, including their history,
preservation and digitization. While the history was interesting and the digitization presentation made me realize how
complicated scrapbooks are to digitize (i.e. not just the physical aspects, but the copyright issues can be a nightmare!), it was
the preservation presentation that was most immediately useful. Shannon Zachary, Head of  Preservation and Conservation at
the University of  Michigan Libraries, discussed the issues from the conservator, curator and user points of  view as well as the
main ways to treat scrapbooks: do nothing; box; selective deconstruction; deconstruct; selective deconstruction and
reconstruction; and finally, deconstruct and reconstruct.  If  these terms intrigue you, please let me know and I can go into
more detail on each.

The other session I attended was on electronic records and how to preserve them. While this was interesting and
should be important to all of  us who use the electronic medium, it was not quite as tangible (both literally and figuratively) as
the other presentations. What I came away with was the amazing percentage of  organizations that are doing nothing to
preserve email, web pages, visual and audio files, databases and other types of  electronic media. The State of  Michigan
archives and records management center is teaching both state and local government agencies how to handle electronic
records. One interesting point was that just because the record is in an electronic medium does not mean it is treated
differently for its retention and deletion. A record is a record no matter what medium it is on. Thus, an email or electronic
memo needs to be treated just as its paper counterpart is.

As I mentioned above, even though this was my first time attending an MAA conference, it felt very familiar to me. I
spent many hours during library school working at the Bentley Library (as an archival manuscript processor while working on
my concentration in archival management). After I finished library school, I served an apprenticeship with James Craven,
conservator at the Bentley. I saw many old friends and colleagues in the archival community, some of  whom I have not seen
since graduating many years ago. The highlight (besides my presentation, of  course) was being invited by my old conservation
lab colleagues to “don the blue lab coat” and help out with the tour of  the conservation lab for the conference participants. It
felt just like old times… and as usual, I learned a thing or two from my “master.”

Ann Flowers and James Craven with a colleague enjoying the MAA
reception at the Bentley Historical Library, June 21, 2007.
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Dear Doctor “A”,Dear Doctor “A”,Dear Doctor “A”,Dear Doctor “A”,Dear Doctor “A”,

I went to your “castle” today and found it shuttered and padlocked.  Have you
been busted for making hooch in the rabbit hutch? Again?  Is there any left?

Signed,

Sober in SaginawSober in SaginawSober in SaginawSober in SaginawSober in Saginaw

Dear Friends, the Doctor has some grim news.  The Dr. Archives House of Terminated Term Papers is
“bleedin’ demised” as the saying goes.  Fortune, fate and a large lapse of reason caused the Doc’s semi-
successful economic venture to founder on the Rocks of Reality.  The spirit of Milton Friedman must be
shaking his weary head.

The Doctor knows what you’re thinking.  How could the suave & sophisticated Dr. Archives, the very
epitome of Doctorness, come to such grief?   Well it was all too easy.  At the urging of the (former)
Eager Archival Assistants, the Doctor was convinced to put the entire archives online. The Untutored
Doc, knowing that all things computer start with digital code, assigned all available scribes to the task of
converting every document into ones and zeros.  With trepidation, the Doc then “Googled” for a
“lodgment” to send the “digitals” where they could do the most good.  The Doctor swears the “Galactic
and Caribbean Digital Casino and PDA Partnership, Ltd.,” affiliated with the “Go Long Venture Computer
Group” sounded perfect.  You can guess the rest.

You see, Sober, I have learned a hard lesson.  You can make money selling paper, buying paper, reading
paper, heeding paper, stealing paper, printing paper, scheduling paper, conserving paper, burying paper,
shredding paper, burning paper, mulching paper, bunching paper, folding paper, encoding paper, mailing
paper, decoding paper, leafleting with paper, manifesting with paper, wrapping fish in paper, gambling
with paper, lying with paper, slandering with paper, pandering with paper, planning with paper, fanning
with paper…to name a few.  But storing the “stuff of History?”  Society values that as much as a two
day old plate of spaghetti.

So, dear reader, the Doc is off on a new adventure.  Perhaps this rag can find some extra bucks to bring
the Doctor back, provided the checks are not coated with rubber.  Until then, the Doctor bids you adieu.
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construction, renovation, repair and restoration work that
Cranbrook has undergone over the past 20 years.
Volunteer Allison Piech, an undergraduate at the University of
Michigan, ably assisted with many projects, including
inventorying new collections, reformatting finding aids and
refiling photographs and negatives.  She recently landed an
internship with the Museum of  Contemporary Art in Detroit.

Finally, the Archives has revamped its website.
Though working within the constraints of  the campus web
design, we have been able to mount finding aids, post news
about events and special projects, as well as historical stories
and specific materials relevant to a wide variety of  research
requests.  We are looking forward to Cranbrook Educational
Community’s acquisition of  a digital asset management
software in the upcoming year which will assist us in posting
images of  drawings, photographs and documents to further
the accessibility of  our holdings.
By Cathy Moras and Leslie S. Edwards
E-mail: LEdwards@cranbrook.edu

Michigan Collections
Cranbrook Archives
Continued from page 10

Howell Area Archives
Howell Carnegie District Library
314 W. Grand River
Howell, MI 48843
Phone: (517) 546-0720 ext. 129
Web: www.howelllibrary.org
Hours: W, F, Sa 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Great Things Happen in the Archives
Howell Area Archives President and co-founder

Duane Zemper (affectionately known as “Zemp”), together
with his Archives Team, has been on a great adventure.

Last year, producer Donna Ryen, WFUM-Michigan
Television, discovered a treasure chest in the lower level of
the Howell Carnegie District Library while researching the
Howell Opera House. The treasure chest she found was the
Howell Area Archives.

Not only was she able to locate memorabilia and
photographs, but much to her delight, she also found eighty-
seven year-old “Zemp,” the photographer who snapped the
shots.  While discussing the photographs, Ryen soon realized
she had happened upon a master storyteller and included
him in her production. The finished piece aired on WFUM-
Michigan Television during the month of  February.

 On June 18, 2007, Ryen received an Emmy award
for this production.  And the story doesn’t end there.

On the wall of  the Archives hangs a larger than life
photograph of  a handsome man in a World War II uniform
holding a camera standing next to his plane.   The photo
piqued Ryen’s interest knowing she and co-producer, Matt
Zacharias, would be producing a mini-documentary focusing
on local area World War II veterans to complement the Ken
Burns’ The War series on PBS.  Discovering the photograph
was of  twenty-four year old 1st Lieutenant Duane Zemper -
and taken while he served as the head photo officer in the
Intelligence section attached to the 457th Bomb Group - she
immediately knew that Zemp would be on her interview list.
Drawing from more than eight hundred photographs in his
collection, sixteen-millimeter film and his personal
experiences during the war, the documentary was completed.

The premier episode of  Ken Burns’ The War aired
nationally on PBS on September 23, 2007. Viewers who
tuned into WFUM-TV Flint were able to share for a moment
what it is like to work with Duane Zemper in the Archives
and view history through the eyes of  a man who has
experienced much of  it first hand.

On September 20, 2007, WFUM- Michigan
Television and the Howell Carnegie District Library hosted a
special sneak preview of  Ken Burns’ The War and WFUM-
Michigan Television’s WWII: Through the Lens of  Duane Zemper
at the Howell Theater in downtown Howell.  Those
attending also had the opportunity to view a display of  Mr.
Zemper’s WWII photography and discuss the film.

1st Lieutenant Duane Zemper with his camera while
stationed in Glatton, England, about 1943.  Courtesy of  the
Duane Zemper Collection, Howell Area Archives.
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On September 13th, Michigan Television and the
Ann Arbor Main Library also hosted a sneak preview.

Michigan Television is inviting people to share their
World War II stories on their Web site <http://
www.wfum.org/war/stories.html>.   WFUM-Michigan
Television has linked to the National Archives Database,
where veterans and families can add their stories and
photographs about the war.  This is part of  a national
outreach to connect vets and families across the country and
will include a searchable database.  Stories may be added to
the site until May 2008.

When questioned about his wisdom on aging, Zemp
simply states, “Enjoy life, smile a lot and be kind.”

When asked about his dedication to the Archives, his
answer comes quickly. “If  we didn’t enjoy what we do here,
we wouldn’t do it.”  He then quips, “When you volunteer,
you receive great satisfaction knowing your salary is doubled
every month.”

The only hint of  sadness comes when he speaks of
visitors who have lost the opportunity to hear their heritage
directly from ‘Aunt Matilda’ or ‘Grandpa Joe’.  “People come
to us for information,” says Zemp, “but the rich family
stories and life events are best when they come directly from
those who lived it.  Spend an afternoon with Grandma.  It
will be well worth your time.”

 Great things happen in the Archives.
By Joyce Cash Fisher
E-mail: fisher@howelllibrary.org

Library of  Michigan
Michigan Library and Historical Center
702 W. Kalamazoo St.
Lansing, MI 48909
(517) 373-1580 - Administration
(517) 373-1300 - Reference Desk
(517) 373-1592 - TDD for use by deaf  or hard of  hearing
E-mail: librarian@michigan.gov
Web: www.michigan.gov/libraryofmichigan
Hours: M, Th 1:00pm - 6:00pm, Tu,W, F 8:00am - 6:00pm,
Sa 9:00am-5:00pm

During the month of  October, the Library of
Michigan will again celebrate Family History Month by
offering a number of  programs throughout the month.
Together with the Archives of  Michigan, a total of  thirty
programs will be offered, ranging from “Vital Records at the
Library of  Michigan,” “Preservation Hints for Your Family
Treasures,” “Effectively Using HeritageQuest Online,”
“Genealogy of  a House,” and “Family History Resources on
the Internet.” For the complete listing of  October programs
and registration information, please visit <http://
michigan.gov/familyhistory>.

The Library is also proud to partner with the
Michigan Genealogical Council for a daylong seminar on
Saturday, October 20th: “21st Century Techniques for the
Genealogist: ‘I Didn’t Know That’.”  For the October 20th
seminar schedule and registration information, please visit
<http://www.rootsweb.com/~mimgc/special.htm>.
Questions? Please call the Library’s Reference Desk at (517)
373-1300, or email librarian@michigan.gov.  We look forward
to seeing everyone in October!
By Randy Riley
E-mail: rriley@michigan.gov

Duane Zemper takes a moment to reflect during a production shoot
at the Yankee Air Museum, Willow Run Airport, Mich., 2007.

Donna Ryen and Duane Zemper review photographs for the World
War II documentary in the Howell Area Archives, 2007.
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Michigan State University
Archives & Historical Collections
101 Conrad Hall
East Lansing, MI 48824-1327
(517) 355-2330    Fax (517) 353-9319
E-mail: msuarhc@msu.edu
Web: http://archives.msu.edu/
Hours: M-F 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.; 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Fred Honhart, Director of  the University Archives
and Historical Collections is stepping down as Director in
January 2008.  He will be working on a research project and
assisting the Vice-Provost for Libraries, Computing and
Technology on special projects in 2008.  His official
retirement from Michigan State University will occur in
January 2009.  Fred, a past President of  MAA, will have
worked at MSU for thirty-four years, beginning as Assistant
Director of  the UA&HC in 1974.

The papers of  Fendley Collins, MSU wrestling
coach, have recently been processed and opened. Collins was
head wrestling coach from 1929-1962, coach of  the 1955
United States wrestling team at the Pan American Games,
and manager of  the US wrestling team for the 1964
Olympics.  His papers contain information on MSU
wrestling, correspondence and subject files on physical
education and wrestling, US Olympic wresting committee
materials, information on Pan American games tryouts at
MSU, and other Pan American games materials.  There are
also photographs of  MSU wrestling teams and individual
wrestlers.

Also opened recently are the Luddell Cheney papers.
These papers contain a scrapbook Cheney compiled for a 4-
H Alumni award.  In it, he describes being a member of  one
of  the first 4-H clubs in Ingham County.  The collection also
contains sheet music for 4-H songs, a 4-H booklet, and
newspaper clippings about Cheney.

The UA&HC also has posted a new online exhibit of
photographs.  The photos were taken by Lansing resident
O.L. Rydland in the Upper Peninsula in the 1930s.  They
depict mining operations and one Native American burial
ground.  Rydland was a member of  the Lansing Camera Club
and displayed his photos locally through that organization
and nationally through other photography clubs.  The
exhibition is available online at <http://archives.msu.edu/
rydland.htm>.

Staff  members have been busy lately.  In June at the
MAA annual meeting, Sarah Roberts and Portia Vescio gave a
joint paper on minimal processing of  collections.  Sarah,
Portia and Whitney Miller each also chaired a session at the
meeting.   Sarah has since been appointed to the Program
Committee for the 2008 annual meeting.  Portia delivered

another paper at the International Council on Archives/
Section on University and Research Archives Annual
Conference in Dundee, Scotland in August.  Her paper
focused on differences between the generations of
researchers and what archivists need to know about working
with the Gen Y or Millennial Generation.
By  Portia Vescio
E-mail: vescio@msu.edu

Fred
Honhart,
2007
Courtesy
Michigan State
University
Archives and
Historical
Collections

Michigan Technological
University
Archives and Copper Country
Historical Collections
J. Robert Van Pelt Library
1400 Townsend Drive
Houghton, Michigan 49931-1295
(906) 487-3209 (906) 487-2357 Fax
Email: copper@mtu.edu
Web: http://www.lib.mtu.edu/mtuarchives/
Hours: Fall/Spring - M, F 10am - 5pm; Tu, W, Th 12pm - 5pm
Summer - M 10am - 5pm; Tu, W, Th 12pm - 5pm; F 10am - 4pm
The department is closed for major holidays and university closures.
Researchers are advised to call in advance of  arrival to ensure access.

MTU Archives Offers Research Travel Awards
The Michigan Technological University Archives and

Copper Country Historical Collections is accepting
applications for its annual research support awards for the
2008 calendar year. Financial support for the travel award
program is generously provided by the Friends of  the Van
Pelt Library, a support organization for the Library and
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Archives of  Michigan Technological University.
The travel grant program continues to increase

awareness of  the Archives’ collections and encourages the
use of  some less familiar resources by helping to bring
researchers from outside the area into the Archives. Within
the Archives’ manuscript collections are an abundant array of
resources revealing the region’s rich history.

Past recipients of  the travel grant have examined
topics ranging from nineteenth century representations of
landscape and place on the Gogebic Iron Range, to the
transformation of  former mining districts into vacation and
tourist destinations after World War II. The Archives has
sponsored visiting scholars from throughout the United
States and as far away as Sweden and England. Among the
presentations given by last year’s recipients was a well-
attended talk by linguist Kathryn Remlinger on dialect and
identity. Grants of  up to $750 have been bestowed in past
years. The grant amounts for the upcoming cycle have not yet
been determined.

The deadline for applications for the 2008 MTU
Archives Research Travel Awards program is January 21,
2008.  For more information about the MTU Archives, its
collections and hours, or to request an application, contact
the Archives at <copper@mtu.edu> or call 487-2505.
By Julia Blair
E-mail: jblair@mtu.edu

The Henry Ford
Benson Ford Research Center
20900 Oakwood Boulevard
Dearborn, MI 48121-1970
313-982-6020 Fax:  313-982-6244
E-mail: research.center@TheHenryFord.org
Web:  www.TheHenryFord.org/research/default.asp
Reading Room Hours:  M-F, 9:00am - 5:00pm

Programs
The Benson Ford Research Center (BFRC) has

continued the Ideas and Innovations Lecture Series with
presentations on topics including: “Dodge Brothers, The
Men, The Motorcars, The Legacy” by Charles Hyde,
Professor of  History at Wayne State University; “Photo
Treasures of  The Henry Ford” by Cynthia Read Miller,
Curator of  Visual Culture at The Henry Ford; “Drag Racing
in America” featuring Bob Thompson and Sam Buck with
David Lucsko, managing editor of  Technology and Culture and
author of  The American Hot Rod Industry; and “Death and
Taxes: FMC Shareholders vs. the IRS” by Trent Boggess,
professor, Plymouth State University.

Reference and Outreach
In 2006, the Research Center staff  completed more

than 5100 individual, in-depth research requests. We received
these research requests from Ford Motor Company Archives
and from a wide range of  researchers including
schoolchildren, book authors, lawyers, university students,
curators, car restorers, magazine writers and scholars.  The
following are a small sampling of  the research request topics
from 2006:
• The number of  US patents issued to Henry Ford
• Photos of  the Ford Chicago Assembly Plant
• History of  the Ford F-750 truck
• First public viewing of  television at the Ford display during
the 1939 New York World’s Fair
• The experience of  driving a Ford Model T
• History of  American technology
• Camping in America, including camping trips of the
Vagabonds – Henry Ford, Thomas Edison and
Harvey Firestone
• Henry’s interest in alternative fuels
• History of  auto racing
• Information about the Ford Taurus
• Material culture of  the cigarette
• Information about Edison’s last breath
• Social and cultural impact of  highways
• Willow Run Bomber Plant history and photos
• History of  parking garages

During 2007, the BFRC held “Historic Auto
Literature Sales” during Greenfield Village’s Motor Muster event
in June and Old Car Festival in September.  The material
consisted of  an oversupply of  automotive literature by
domestic and foreign manufacturers: sales brochures, parts and
service manuals, color and trim books, press kits and other
material, largely from the 1960s-2000s.  This proved so popular
with our visitors that we plan to hold these sales again in 2008.

Online website exhibits relating to the Research
Center materials included Pic of  the Month for:
• April 2006, “Jenny Young Chandler, Photojournalist”
highlighting the career of  a writer/photographer for the New
York Herald during the early 20th century and our collection
of  over 700 glass plate negatives.
<http://www.thehenryford.org/exhibits/pic/>
(Pic of  the Month Archives>2006> April)
• July 2006, “Henry Ford, Movie Mogul” covering the history
of  Ford Motion Picture Laboratories.
<http://www.thehenryford.org/exhibits/pic/>
(Pic of  the Month Archives>2006>July)
• August 2007, “Photographs in a Instant” discussing Edwin
Land’s invention of  the Polaroid cameras and snapshots.
<http://www.thehenryford.org/exhibits/pic/>
(Pic of  the Month Archives>2007>August)
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Walter P. Reuther Library
College of  Urban, Labor and
Metropolitan Affairs
Wayne State University
5401 Cass Avenue
Detroit, MI 48202
(313) 577-4024    Fax: (313) 577-4300
E-mail: reutherreference@wayne.edu
Web: http://www.reuther.wayne.edu/
Hours: M-Tu 11:00 a.m. – 6:45 p.m.
W-F 9:00 a.m. – 4:45 p.m.

The Reuther Library celebrated the one-hundredth
birthday of  its namesake, Walter P. Reuther, with an exhibit
and the launching of  Reuther100.wayne.edu.  The exhibit, No
Greater Calling, is an historical tribute to the life and work of
Walter Reuther, who would have been one hundred years old
on September 1.  Reuther100.wayne.edu is an online resource
of  materials about Walter Reuther and includes over 600
photos, speeches, audio clips and a biographical essay.

Behind-the-scenes tours and orientations of the
BFRC Reading Room and storage stacks have become
increasingly popular, for example:
• Visitors from China creating an automotive museum
• Children’s Aid Society summer camp for teens
• A group of  attorneys from the Ford Motor Company
Office of the General Counsel
• Henry Ford Academy teachers and students
• Teacher groups attending our NEH grant for Teaching
American History symposia
• The Henry Ford Museum members
• Special Libraries Association student chapter from
University of  Michigan School of  Information
• Ford Rouge Factory Tour presenters
• Wyandotte Historical Society members
• The Henry Ford All Staff  conference participants

Internships
The following students have completed internships

in the past year:
From Wayne State University
• Valerie Cunningham, Iman Dagher, Somaly Kim, Sean
Rouse and Victor Ibegbu added MARC records to our
Library Catalog for our historical Trade Catalogs.
• Jennifer Hassel continued reprocessing of  the Edsel Ford
papers.
• Karin Leefers worked with photograph collections,
including creating finding aids.
• John O’Connell, worked with the personal documents
collection, including creating a finding aid.
• Courtney Sheedy processed the Philippe Halsman
photographs collection.
From the University Of  Michigan
• Madelyn Hawk processed the Automotive Vertical File and
assisted with photograph acquisitions and access issues.
• Carrie Hintz organized the Dymaxion House exhibit
archival records and assisted with photograph acquisitions
and access issues.
From the University Of  Michigan-Dearborn
• Zachary Waske did in-depth research on Edwin Land and
the Polaroid Corp. camera manufacturer.
From Albion College
• Simona Shuboni worked with the personal documents
collection.

Staff  Changes
In July 2006 Rebecca Bizonet, formerly with the

Special Collections Library, University of  Michigan, joined
the BFRC as Processing Archivist.  In August 2006 John
Bowen, Head of  Access Services left us to join the staff  of
the Ford Motor Company Archives.  That same month

Kathy Steiner, our Lead Processing Archivist accepted the
promotion to Head of  Access Services as well as continuing
her work supervising our Ford archival processing projects.
Cathy Wolford, Manager of  Technical Services left the BFRC
in December 2006 to become the Systems Librarian for
DALNET.  From February to May 2007 JoAnn Dionne,
retired librarian from the University of  Michigan Libraries
worked part time in our library technical services area.
JoAnn continues with us as a volunteer for archival
processing projects.  Linda Choo, a graduate of  the
University of  Michigan School of  Information joined our
staff  as Manager of  Technical Services in May 2007.  Judy
Kirsch, Research Assistant retired in September 2007 after
14-1/2 years.  She plans to return as a volunteer to process
archival collections.  Our present dedicated group of  part
time reading room assistants consists of  Kira Macyda,
Cassandra Lapworth and Jonathan McGlone. Our part time
reading room assistants for 2006 and 2007 who have left for
career opportunities include Anne Yambor, Chela Weber,
Courtney Sheedy, Ryan Moitozo, Amalia Ash, and Tara
Lannen Stanton.

We miss our former colleagues and wish them well
in their new endeavors.  We are pleased to welcome our new
staff  members and report that they have cheerfully
shouldered the work burdens and fit into the team culture of
the Benson Ford Research Center.
By Terry Hoover
E-mail: TerryH@TheHenryFord.org
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Infant’s Grave
Willamina “Willie”
Molony Olmstead, died
at age one month.
As the stone symbol
shows us, she was
literally nipped in the
bud.

The Chases
Dr. A. W. Chase was
author of  Dr. Chase’s
Recipes, or Information for
Everybody – the
phenomenal American
bestseller of the
nineteenth century,
which also sold well in
Europe, Australia and
New Zealand.  In
addition to his printing
house at the corner of
Main and Miller in

downtown Ann Arbor, Dr. Chase owned a weekly newspaper
and published his own books.  His wife, Martha, who
preceded him in death by five years, had an interesting
deathbed experience, according to the inscription here:
“She was permitted to see the GLORY to which she was
entering, just before her DEPARTURE.”

Victorian Cemetery Angel
This angel with gentle,
sad eyes is in Forest Hill
Cemetery, atop the
monument to Johnnie
Burg, 13, who bled to
death on June 10, 1887,
after his leg was crushed
by the wheels of  a circus
train. In the late 1960s
Bob Ferguson, an Ann
Arbor filmmaker, set the
climactic scene of his
very clever movie The

Old Man and the Devil at the base of  this monument. The
film is based on the Faust legend; as the old man (played by
Alger Crandell) signs his contract with Mephistopheles (U-M
Music professor Jerry Bilik), the camera slowly rises from
their gloating faces to capture the angel’s disapproving gaze.

The Reuther is pleased to announce the donation of
the Judge Avern Cohn Collection (150 linear ft.).  Appointed
to the bench by President Jimmy Carter in 1979, Cohn is the
longest-serving judge in the U.S. District Court covering
eastern Michigan.  Known as a dedicated civil libertarian,
Cohn is also a prominent member of  Detroit’s Jewish
community and a noted philanthropist.  The collection
covers a wide range of  materials, including Cohn’s legal
career and Detroit Jewish affairs.  The first part of  the
collection should be opened for research in 2008.

The Fiftieth Annual Local History Conference,
Michigan in Perspective, will be held April 4-5, 2008 at the
McGregor Memorial Conference Center on the campus of
Wayne State University.  For more information, contact
Alberta Asmar at (313) 577-4003 or ad3196@wayne.edu.

Congratulations to Kristen Malecki, the winner of
this year’s Margery A. Long Scholarship for Archival
Administration.  The scholarship, a tribute to longtime,
nationally recognized Reuther audiovisual archivist, Margery
Long, was established to acknowledge the scholastic
achievement of  students pursuing an archival certificate.
By: Kristin Chinery
E-mail: ac9538@wayne.edu

Archival Gambols
Amongst the Stones
Continued from page 1

Text:  Wystan Stevens
Photos:  Rebecca Bizonet

Sunlit Cemetery
A double headstone for
the four Henning boys
who died in the Iroquois
Theater fire in Chicago,
December 30, 1903.
Their mother, Emily
Petit Henning, lies
beneath the stone to
their right. She died a
few weeks later, of
burns and smoke
inhalation.
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MAA and YOU!
By Whitney Miller, MAA Secretary
Michigan State University Archives and Historical Collections
E-mail: millerwh@msu.edu

Hello, again!   I wish to thank everyone who has communicated with me about becoming more involved in MAA.  It
seems that many of  you have an interest, but just aren’t sure where to start.  Well, whether you realized it or not, you have
already started.  Attending the conference, reading Open Entry, logging on to the website, and participating in the listserv are
great ways to “bring yourself  up to speed” with what is happening with Michigan archivists. But what if  you want something
more?   This article will address exactly that issue. 

Most everyone likes attending the annual conference for the great educational and networking opportunities it
provides for us—right here in Michigan.  But wouldn’t it be great if  you could participate in that kind of  activity more than
once a year, without a large amount of  time away from work and home and at lower cost?   Whether in the form of
workshops held twice a year, local chapters meetings held once a month, or the occasional social networking opportunity, it all
depends on the needs and desires of  your local constituency.  After all, who better to know the needs of  the archivists in the
Upper Peninsula or the Lansing area, than those who live and work there?  This is the thinking behind promoting regional
activity.

Who is going to organize all of  this?  The answer is MAA and YOU!
 The Board of  MAA is dedicated to serving the archival needs of  its members.  We are there to help and possibly

fund regional initiatives.  For our purposes, the word “region” is self-defined on a case-by-case basis and really depends on
how wide of  a geographic area can be included to sustain the values of  low-cost, convenience and applicability to those who
might participate. The form of  the initiative, also, is self-defined and can be as elaborate or small as interest and participation
allows.  So, where to start?  Here are a few helpful suggestions that everyone can do:  1) Make a list of  all the archivists in your
area (or for you in the big cities, list all the archivists you personally know).  2) Drop them an e-mail asking what they think
about a regional archivists group.  3) Of  those who responded favorably, suggest a working lunch, informal after work get-
together or business meeting to explore further what the concept of  a “regional initiative” could mean for you.  4) Contact
those people who weren’t originally interested and share all the ideas your group discussed.  Once they see the possibilities
they may choose to participate.  5) Publicize your efforts (successful or not) on the MAA listserv.  Generate discussion!  6)
Once you have ideas and a direction contact Matt Daley (daleym@gvsu.edu) on the MAA Education Committee--or any MAA
Board Member—to see how the larger organization can help make your group successful at whatever it wishes to do.

Larry Wagenaar Authors Article about
The Joint Archives of  Holland

Former MAA President Larry J. Wagenaar has authored an article on the history of  the joint archival effort in
Holland, Michigan.  “The Joint Archives of  Holland: An Experiment in Cooperative Archival Preservation and Access” is
featured in the new book A Goodly Heritage: Essays in Honor of  the Reverend Dr. Elton Bruins at Eighty (Grand Rapids MI:
Eerdmans Publishing Co., 2007).  His fourteen-page essay discusses the formation, development and growth of  the Joint
Archives of  Holland, a pioneering cooperative archival program founded in 1988 and developed with the active participation
of  Bruins.  The Joint Archives produced both great results and challenging inter-agency conflicts that partially diminished its
full potential.  Wagenaar was founding director of  the facility from its start until departing in 2001 to become Executive
Director of  the Historical Society of  Michigan.
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Suzanne (Sue) Husband, who for more than twenty years filled
several key positions in the Western Michigan University Archives and
Regional History Collections Office, died July 11.  She was 66.  Husband
served longest as the Curator of  Regional History Collections.  In addition
to her more than twenty years of  employment, she also volunteered at the
office for several years. In all, her connection to the WMU Archives and
Regional History Collections spanned nearly thirty years.  Sue was also a
longtime member of  the Michigan Archival Association and served on the
MAA local arrangements committee in 1998 when the organization held
its annual meeting in Kalamazoo.

Sue Husband leaves a substantial legacy.  She influenced countless
students completing internships.  Several of  those former students now
work in libraries and archives.

Sue Husband, December 2003.  Courtesy of  the Western
Michigan University Archives and Regional History Collections.

In Memoriam
Submitted By Marilyn McNitt
E-mail: mmmcnitt@umich.edu

Robert M. Warner, third director of  the Bentley Historical
Library and former Archivist of  the United States, died on April 24,
2007 in Ann Arbor, Michigan due to complications from Hodgkin’s
lymphoma.  He was 79 years old.

Robert Mark Warner was born on June 28, 1927 in Montrose,
Colorado, the son of  a Presbyterian minister.  In 1949, he graduated
from Muskingum College in Ohio and then pursued advanced studies in
history at the University of  Michigan, receiving his Ph.D. in American
History in 1958.  While an undergraduate, he met Jane Bullock, whom he
married in 1954. Mrs. Warner, who played a major role in all phases of
his career, died in August of  2006.  Dr. Warner is survived by son Mark
Warner, a professor of  Anthropology at the University of  Idaho in
Moscow, his wife Amy and two grandchildren Thomas and Samuel; and
by daughter Jennifer Cuddeback, an archivist at the Lyndon B. Johnson
Library in Austin, Texas, and her husband Jim.

Dr. Warner held several positions at the University of  Michigan.
He was director of  the Michigan Historical Collections and the Bentley
Historical Library, dean of  the School of  Library Science, interim
director of  the University of  Michigan Library and a professor of
history at the University of  Michigan, a position he held throughout a
career focused on the administration of  educational and cultural institutions.  In each position held over a distinguished
career, Dr. Warner had an uncanny sense of  working through the key challenge that led to the transformation of  the
institutions he served.

In 1966, he was named the third director of  the Michigan Historical Collections.  He knew that the future of  the
historical repository depended on having a separate building that would give the program a distinct identity.  During his

Continued on page 24

In Memoriam
By Sharon Carlson
E-mail: sharon.carlson@wmich.ed

Dr. Robert M. Warner (1927-2007) in his office at the
National Archives, ca. 1985. (Robert M. Warner Photo File,
Faculty and Staff  Files, U-M News & Information Services
Records), The Bentley Historical Library, University of  Michigan.
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many roadblocks in the way, Dr. Warner persevered and
finally won.”

With independence accomplished, he returned to the
University of  Michigan to become dean of  the School of
Library Science.  Though information technology was not
his area of  expertise, he readily saw that the school would
need to adapt to advances in technology that were
fundamentally changing the nature, creation, preservation
and use of  information as well as the practice of  the library,
archival and information professions.  He also recognized
that the school would need to adopt a more interdisciplinary
approach, expand its scope and forge strategic connections
with other units of  the university.  He was instrumental in
positioning the school to meet these challenges and in paving
the way for Daniel Atkins, a U-M professor of  electrical and
computer engineering, to succeed him and realize the vision
that eventually transformed the school into the School of
Information.

Throughout his career, Dr. Warner maintained a
deep interest in the work, the staff  and the accomplishments
of  the Bentley Historical Library.  For him, it was a special
place to which he often returned.  From 1986 through 2005,
he served on the Executive Committee of  the Library.  His
thoughts and insights were of  enormous value.  We
remember Robert M. Warner as a person of  great vision and
great achievements.  Most of  all, though, we remember his
engaging personality, his capacity to connect with everyone
he met and his enthusiasm for our work here at the library.
We say goodbye to a good and dear friend.

The above excerpts are from the Tribute by Fran Blouin
<http://bentley.umich.edu/bhl/general/warner/warner.htm>.

Dr. Robert M. Warner (1927-2007)
Continued from page 23
tenure as director, he worked tirelessly to secure private
funding for such a structure.  Through the generosity of  the
late Mrs. Alvin Bentley of  Owosso, Michigan and of  many
other citizens and organizations of  the state, funding was
obtained and in 1973, the Bentley Historical Library building
was realized.  As he predicted, the new building significantly
increased the profile of the collection on the campus and in
the nation.

In 1980, President Carter appointed Dr. Warner as
the sixth Archivist of  the United States.  Early on in his
tenure, he became convinced that the National Archives
needed to be an independent government agency.  Because
of  federal rules, he could not lead the movement to separate
the Archives from the General Services Administration
(GSA).  However, he vigorously encouraged and coordinated
work by a number of  historical, archival and genealogical
associations to achieve that end.  On April 1, 1985, President
Ronald Reagan signed a bill that removed the National
Archives from the GSA and established it as a separate
federal agency.  The resulting agency was the most visible of
a very few independent government agencies created during
the Reagan presidency.  In 2005, Allen Weinstein, the current
Archivist of  the United States, noted at the dedication of  the
Robert M. Warner Research Center in the Archives building
on the National Mall, that Dr. Warner had worked “tirelessly
with literally hundreds of  supporters within the Archives and
among our constituent groups, the Congress and the White
House to make independence a reality.  While there were

Former Michigan Archivist Appointed
State Records Manager of  Kansas
By Joseph P. (Joe) Laframboise
Kansas State Historical Society
E-mail:  jlaframboise@kshs.org

Cynthia Laframboise has left her position as the Kansas State Records Manager.  Mrs. Laframboise had held the
position since the inception of  the RIM program within the State of  Kansas in 1992. Previously, from 1988 to 1992, she had
held various archival positions within the Kansas State Historical Society (KSHS).  As a close to twenty-year employee of  the
KSHS, she will be missed.  Her background includes a Bachelor of  History, a Master of  History and a Master of  Museum
Studies, all obtained from Kansas universities.

Her replacement is Scott Leonard.  Mr. Leonard, formerly of  the Archives of  Michigan, was originally hired as the
third electronic records archivist.  He has received a promotion as a result of  this reorganization and will still be responsible
for electronic records as well as the day-to-day operations of  the State Records Center.

Mr. Leonard had replaced the second electronic records archivist, Christopher (Cal) Lee.  Mr. Lee, a University of
Michigan MLS graduate left KSHS employment to pursue a doctorate at the University of  Michigan.  He is presently at the
University of  North Carolina library school as a professor.
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The Oral Interview as a Tool for Historians and
Archivists
By Michelle Susan Varteresian
E-mail: lynx@provide.net

In June of  2002, I had the pleasure of  interviewing a family friend of  mine who is a Korean War veteran, Myron V.
Goff.  Unlike many soldiers of  the era, Myron was not stationed in Korea, but in Germany.  He served as part of  the Army
Security Agency from February 1955 to May 1956.  This analysis serves as a case study as to the importance of  the oral
interview to the historical record.

There is much literature about the Cold War –  the historiography is immense.  Much of  what we know and perceive
to be the truth about this era can be verified or challenged by individuals who actually served in the military.  Conventional
historical sources, primarily in the print medium, tell us about all the tension and pressure associated with the McCarthy Era.
The reality was a little less frightening.  There were concerns about Russia and China to be sure, but not to the extent that the
American government portrayed it.  With the exception of  a scare in early 1956, Myron says, in a lot of  cases, the situation
was blown out of  proportion.  The United States would not have succumbed to the “Red Menace”.

As a complement to the assigned duties of  his unit, I was also interested in the day-to-day life of  the soldier.  Where
they ate, slept, had their recreation and even where they traveled throughout Germany and Europe all provide important
insight to American and German military operations.  They reveal a separate, sub-culture of  the soldiers and how they coped
with military life and crises.

I kept the dialog going by coming into the more recent past.  My reason for doing that was to provide a complete
picture of  my interviewee and showcase his opinion on the American role overseas.  I also wanted to establish a pattern of
American military behavior and how changing society affects the military and vice-versa.  As we approached the end of  our
time, I asked him, in summary, how he felt about his military experience.  Finally, we came up to 2001, with the attacks of
September 11.  We discussed how these attacks affected the military and how they have changed American civilian society.  In
all, we covered sixty years of  American history and a wide range of  topics that complement and extend knowledge of  the
American military over this time period.

For the study of  history, such interviews yield so much more than just information about an event.  They tell of
customs, people’s lives and the development of  communities that provided the underpinnings for great events, people and
places. They can be used as a base for research that can yield other rich historical sources.

This interview, for example, could be used to launch a series of  oral interviews documenting experiences of  all who
served overseas in the 1950s.  One interview could be a non-directed interview where a battery of  questions could be asked
of  men to establish a “standard” of  information.  This serves the purpose of  separating similar information from dissimilar
information as a basis for further interviews.

In addition to social skills, the technique of  collecting and assimilating such knowledge with existing sources is vital.
One of  the primary jobs of  the historian is assimilating new or previously unknown information into the historical record.
Because the future of  history, its accuracy and completeness, is so dependent on thoroughness, the proper techniques in
conducting interviews are important.  In many cases, this kind of  field-work is only a one-time possibility, so it is in everyone’s
best interest to get it right the first time.

 Similarly for an archivist, collection and assimilation is important.  Information gathered through the oral history
technique can add much to an existing collection.  It may provide a new or different view on a topic that may alter popular
perception of  it.  How it is assimilated will determine how, when and how frequently it is accessed, and thus, how many will
learn from it.

Modern Archives Institute Scholarship, Winter 2007 - Deadline Nov. 1
Do you work in a repository that holds manuscripts that pre-date 1825? Are you relatively new to the profession?  The Colonial Dames/
Donna Cutts Scholarship is awarded twice a year to individuals working in an archival capacity toattend the Modern Archives Institute.
The individual awards cover up to $1200 of  the total tuition, travel and housing expenses. The 2-week Modern Archives Institute
program provides an introduction to archival principles and techniques for individuals who work with personal papers, as well as those
who work with the records of  public and private institutions and organizations. It is intended to help archivists acquire basic knowledge
about caring for archival materials and making them available.  For more information, consult the NARA
Website: http://www.archives.gov/preservation/modern-archives-institute/
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The Historical Society of
Michigan’s Publications
and Activities      Continued from page 7

societies, historic sites and other history destinations.  It is
published biennially and serves as a major reference tool to
locate historical resources in the state.  All eligible institutions
are included and HSM membership is not required to be
listed.  An update questionnaire will be mailed in early 2008,
and we strongly encourage all institutional members of  MAA
to fill in the form so we have your most current information.
If  you have not been listed in past editions please contact us
at hsm@hsmichigan.org so we can make sure you are added
to our database of  history organizations.

The HSM website <http://hsmichigan.org/>
receives over four thousand hits every day and thousands are
visiting to locate information on where to do research, find
museums and discover what history events are happening in
Michigan.  Member organizations get a complimentary link to
their website and all calendar listings that are submitted to
our on-line calendar receive special links that help channel
more visitors and inquiries to your facility.   The on-line
Calendar of  Michigan History Events and listing in the Travel
Guide above are just two benefits of  being a part of  the state
historical society.

On October 22 HSM will host Mulling Over Michigan
in Allendale, Michigan on the Grand Valley State University
campus.  This conference is aimed at teachers and other
educators to give them the tools to integrate Michigan history
into their curriculum.  It also features foci on history
resources teachers can use in their areas.  For more
information visit <www.hsmichigan.org>.

The Michigan History Day (National History Day in
Michigan) program is underway for this new school year.
This nationally recognized history program requires middle
and high school students to use primary sources in their
project entries.  It is archives like yours that provide the most
accessible venue to use primary sources and we encourage
our teachers and students to work with local history facilities
and develop local or regional topics.  If  you would like to
receive more information on Michigan History Day please
contact us or visit the MHD portion of  our website.

These are just a few of  the new and ongoing projects
of  your state historical society.  If  it’s been awhile since
you’ve checked us out I encourage you to visit
<www.hsmichigan.org>, come to one of  our conferences or
check out the new look of  our magazine, The Chronicle.
There are lots of  new things happening at the Historical
Society of  Michigan.

What’s in MAA for
the Graduate Student?
By Andrea Gietzen
E-mail:  agietzen@gmail.com

During one of  the breakout sessions at the annual
MAA conference this June, my colleagues and I were
discussing how well we were rising to the Harvey challenges
set forth at the 2006 conference.  The conversation slowly
evolved from discussing issues of  outreach to finding ways to
generate student interest in the Michigan Archival
Association and its annual conference.   Having recently
graduated from the University of  Michigan’s School of
Information program, I found myself  perplexed as to why
there weren’t more of  my classmates attending such an
intimate, thought-provoking and inspiring meeting.  At the
end of  the breakout session, I was asked to write a short
essay for Open Entry as a way of  reaching out to those fellow
classmates and encouraging them not only to attend the next
annual MAA conference, but to become more involved in the
organization and take advantage of  its perks.

What are the perks of  being involved in MAA?
• Being a member of  MAA is cost efficient

For a nominal fee, students receive the same high
quality benefits of  regular MAA members.  These include a
subscription to the MAA newsletter Open Entry, a copy of  the
MAA membership directory (What better way to find those
important names and numbers when it comes time to job
hunt?) and reduced rates for the annual conference – all of
this at the bargain price of  $12.00!   In my experience this
$12.00 has been a wise investment as the benefits outweigh
the costs.   I should mention that MAA is working hard to
break down the cost barriers that may prevent students on
extremely strict budgets from making the financial
commitment by offering opportunities to receive scholarships
to cover the cost of  yearly memberships and the annual
conference.  Therefore, the students who put forth a little
extra effort may find themselves funded, which is the ultimate
in cost efficiency.
• A chance to network with professionals

There are plenty of  opportunities during breaks
between sessions and during the luncheons and the reception
to mingle around the room and talk with other archival
professionals.   This is a great opportunity to learn more
about the people working at other institutions, the projects
they are working on, and to think about the kinds of  projects
you want to be involved with.
• A chance to learn about current and upcoming trends
in the archival profession while being able to glean the
benefits of  lessons learned during the research projects of
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other institutions.
This point is somewhat tied to the previous point as

it relates to hearing about what other projects are being
undertaken in the various institutions within the Michigan
region.  Here you can see how current archival theory is being
utilized, scaled, and modified to meet the existing needs of
individual institutions, whether these institutions are working
solo or collaborating on projects with other institutions
across the country.  Oftentimes, hearing about a recently
completed or current research project will help you avoid
similar pitfalls in a project on which you are about to embark.
Practical lessons learned through the experiences of  other
professionals are one of  the main advantages of  having such
an organization and meeting.
• A chance to present student work and receive valuable
feedback

I speak from my own personal experience.  I seized
the opportunity to present a paper I wrote for one of  my
graduate classes to a larger audience (including many people I
didn’t know). This is an excellent way not only to practice
presentation skills but to also receive feedback from people
who haven’t heard you talk about the progression of  your
topic for the past twelve weeks.   I was pleasantly surprised at
the positive feedback I received and the thought-provoking
questions that were asked following my presentation.   Due to
the size of  the organization, the number of  people attending
the session seemed, to me anyway, a lot less intimidating than
what one might have found in a session at MAC or SAA.
• A chance to reconnect with colleagues you might not
see otherwise

Let’s face it; our time spent as a graduate student, no
matter how long it seems at the time, is really very short.   For
most of  us, we are in and out of  the program in two years.
Many of  us embark on student internships or practicum
experiences that last only a semester.  MAA is a great
opportunity to reconnect with those mentors you may not
have seen since your internship ended.   This is another great
opportunity to network, remind them what you gained from
your experience together, and find out whether they would be
willing to act as a reference during your job search.  This is
also a great way to catch up with former classmates.   Many
are now working in local institutions and you can learn what
job seeking techniques worked for them.
• A chance to visit other archives in Michigan and learn
about the challenges they face

The venue of  the MAA conference changes each
year.   This is yet another way of  keeping things fresh.  With
each new locale, different archives are highlighted.  Last year,
members visited Frankenmuth, Michigan. This year brought
us to Ann Arbor, and next year we will be given the
opportunity to explore Mackinaw City.  No matter where it is,
it promises to be a new adventure, with new highlights, while
involving professionals who might prefer to attend only those

conferences closest to home.
• A chance to learn ways to highlight your archive, learn
what you can be

Lastly, MAA provides an opportunity to boast about
your archive and what you are working on.   Whether by
writing a short piece for Open Entry, participating in a
conference setting, or by posting something on the expanding
MAA web presence, you have several opportunities to expose
the projects your archive is working on.   With the MAA
website <www.maasn.org>, you may even have the
opportunity to receive immediate feedback via posted
comments.  Being involved in the profession via professional
organizations such as MAA, MAC and SAA also reinforces
what it means to be a professional.  Learning by doing.
Active participation.  Being a member is one step in the
direction of  professional development.

In conclusion, there are several advantages to
becoming a member of  MAA and being involved in its
organizational activities.  The association is meant to foster
professional networking and learning opportunities.   Much
like graduate school, a lot of  what you get out of  it depends
highly on what you are willing to put into it.  And much like
other things in life, it is only by taking full advantage of  the
opportunities presented to you that you will be able to reap
the benefits of  opportunities within.  What’s in it for you?
You’ll never know until you make the decision to get
involved.

50th Anniversary!
MAA Annual Meeting
Thursday & Friday
June 12 & 13, 2008

Mackinaw City
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Michigan Archival Association
Kristin Chinery
Chair, Membership Committee
Walter P. Reuther Library
Wayne State University
5401 Cass Ave.
Detroit, MI 48202

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

Photograph Sources
Page 1 –  Rebecca Bizonet
Page 3 –  Karen L. Jania
Page 4, 5, 6 & 7  –  Archives of  Michigan
Page 9 – Karen L. Jania
Page 11 –  The Bentley Historical Library, University of  Michigan
Page 12 –  Karen L. Jania
Page 13 –  Karen L. Jania, All except Lower Right, Cynthia Read Miller
Page 14 – Karen L. Jania
Page 16 –  The Duane Zemper Collection, Howell Area Archives
Page 17 –  Left, Joyce Cash Fisher, Right, Matt Zacharias
Page 18 –  Michigan State University Archives & Historical Collections
Page 21 –  Rebecca Bizonet
Page 23 –  Left, Western Michigan University Archives and Regional History
Collections, and Right, the Bentley Historical Library, University of  Michigan.
Page 28 - Karen L. Jania

Calendar of Events
2007
October 20 (Saturday) - The Library of  Michigan in partnership
with the Michigan Genealogical Council present a day long
seminar, 21st Century Techniques for the Genealogist: ‘I Didn’t Know
That’.  For registration information, visit <http://
www.rootsweb.com/~mimgc/special.htm> (See page 17.)
November 10 (Saturday) - The Michigan Oral History
Association’s Annual Meeting at the Michigan Historical Center.
To review the conference program and register visit our new
website <http://www.michiganoha.org/annualconference.html>
November 17 (Saturday) – March 30, 2008 - Cranbrook Art
Museum exhibit,  Eero Saarinen: Shaping the Future. (See page 10.)

2008
April 4-5 (Friday-Saturday) - Fiftieth Annual Local History
Conference Michigan in Perspective, McGregor Memorial Conference
Center, Wayne State University. (See page 21.)
April 17-19 (Thursday-Saturday) - Midwest Archives Conference,
Annual Meeting, Louisville, KY
<www.midwestarchives.org>
June 12-13 (Thursday-Friday) - Michigan Archival Association,
50th Annual Meeting, Mackinaw City, MI (See page 11.)
<www.maasn.org>

Jamie Myler and Diane Hatfield enjoy the MAA Reception at
the Bentley Historical Library, June 21, 2007.
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